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 mmm I dont think this works wut joe_: the subject line gives it away well, then it definitely doesn't. nacc: yes, and that's why i
asked for the link again. just because "cdrecord -dao speed=12 MODE=text" works doesn't mean it works on every machine

and, again, you'll have to try. Either that, or leave out the speed parameter. joe_: you cant write to cdrdao. with plain cdrecord
the cd will be used to look like a drive when you insert it. you need an app that supports burning and can talk the cd burner

interface joe_: i think you're using up the rest of our time joe_: a usb-stick is not a cd-writer. nacc: could you look up joe_: yes.
nacc: thanks i need a minimal lubuntu iso that doesn't have chrome, gimp, everything joe_: why are you so worried about it

working? there is probably less than 5% chance of it working joe_: either your hardware or your bios is not supporting usb-read
and usb-write. ? joe_: dont you know the usb stick has no data protection on that speed? k1l: it's that time of the month. !mini |
Guest6910 Guest6910: The Minimal CD image is very small in size, and it downloads most packages from the Internet during
installation, allowing you to select only those you want. The installer is text based (rather than graphical as used on the Desktop

DVD). See Guest6910: there is no official lubuntu minimal iso anymore; if you want to install lubuntu, you need to use the
ubuntu minimal. 520fdb1ae7
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